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ONLINE SHOPPING  
SECURITY MEASURES  

in light of covid-19 



ONLINE SHOPPING 

Online shopping is easy and 
convenient.  

Just a few clicks to order a product and 
have it delivered to your front door 

add a few clicks more for product and price 
comparisons across websites 

Hassle free and comfortable. 

where there’s money and users to be found, 
malicious hackers will roam too 



 Fake shopping websites and mobile apps  

 Steals your personal identity  information  

 Steals you’re your credit and debit card details  

 

 

 Some tips to identify fake shopping websites  

 Strange URLs 

 Broken language 

 Contact information – ebaysupport@gmail.com or support@ebay.com 

 Prices are ridiculously low 

 Website design may be disturbing and not appealing  

 

1. REAL ONLINE ADDRESS 

mailto:ebaysupport@gmail.com
mailto:support@ebay.com


FAKE AMAZON APP 

During Amazon great India Sale , a SMS with link 
to this website is circulated stating, offers on 
iPhones, grab it in great India sale 



FAKE WEBSITE SELLING WATCHES 



FAKE WEBSITE SELLING WATCHES 



FAKE WEBSITE SELLING WATCHES 



FAKE WEBSITE SELLING WATCHES 



 Look for https:// while proceeding with only shopping  

 Remember fake websites can also have https//  

 Ensure https// and a lock symbol in your browser before entering 
any sensitive information 

2. SHOP ON SECURE SITES ONLY 



 How many of you have done shopping using your debit cards in 
online shopping websites  

 How many of you logged into the internet banking websites 
while shopping from mobiles ?  

 

 

Lets understand what ’s inside  

@ CHECKOUT 



PAYTM PAYMENT PAGE 
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Uncheck this before 

entering the details 



AMAZON PAYMENT PAGE 
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Note that there is no 

checkbox here, he is just 

giving information. We 

should manage it in our 

account 



3. BE CAUTIONS WITH MOBILE ONLINE 
SHOPPING 

Mobile Apps 
While installing look if it contains ads, if so avoid 

installing such apps 

While performing mobile banking, try uncheck 
username and password by third party apps. 

Do not give permission to mobile apps to auto fill the 
OTP ( how does this happen ?) 

While installing apps, be cautious with apps which ask 
for permission to read messages, access to your gallery 
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MOBILE APP – OTP AUTOFILL 
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APPLICATION TO AUTO SAVE YOUR 
CREDENTIALS 

 

 Save username 

 Save password 

 

Remember to  

uncheck them for app to auto fill 

them 



APPS PERMISSIONS 

Settings -> Privacy 



APPS PERMISSIONS 

Settings -> Privacy 



APPS PERMISSIONS 

Settings -> Privacy 



POINTS TO REMEMBER  

1. Be aware of the activities carrying out on mobile phone  

2. Your smart phone is having facebook, gmail,  amazon, 
flipkart etc.,  without re-prompting for password.  

3. Do not handover your phone to unknown people  

4. Prefer PIN based locking system rather than pattern based.  

5. Regularly observe your apps and remove anything suspicious 
or unintended is observed.  
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 Prior to placing any order remember to check the refund and 
return policy of the ecommerce websites  

 These policies may vary product to product within same website. Watch 
before checkout 

4. CHECK REFUND & 
RETURN POLICY 



 Lottery scams 

 Job offers  

 Blackmailing  

SCAMS 



LOTTERY SCAM 

Purchased Delivered  Feedback call 

Congratulations …. 

You are eligible for 

our lucky draw  

You won the lucky draw 

and confirms your order id, 

order details etc., 

Processing fee of 

1000/1500  

Call the respective e-

commerce company and 

enquire about it 

Pay the amount 

to get the gift 

delivered… 

After few days 

Act smart 



TAKING ADVANTAGE OF COVID-19 
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TAKING ADVANTAGE OF COVID-19 
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We will deliver your goods within an hour even in this pandemic 
situation, order here pay online for immediate delivery 

 

COVID-19 medicine is available.. Contact us for details or immediate 
delivery click here 

 



 Update your operating system, browser and antivirus  

 Watch your bank account 

 Track your orders and wallets 

 Follow up your refunds  

 Keep a record of your transactions 

 Keep your shopping accounts secure with strong passwords  

 Maintain separate passwords for shopping website , banking 
websites , emails etc.,  

 Don’t click on any suspicious links or emails;  

 Report any site that seems fraudulent, and also use the “flag as 
spam” button for any suspicious email;  

 Don’t reveal more personal information than you have to in order to 
complete the purchase or while answering any calls related to your 
shopping. 

 

 

 

FEW MORE TIPS 



THANK YOU 
HAVE A SAFE AND HAPPY SHOPPING 

For more details , visit  

www.Infosecawareness.in 

 

https://infosecawareness.in/concept/online-shopping 


